Foundation Crack Repair Kit (60 Feet)

REPAIR KIT CONTENTS
The RadonSeal kit includes all of the materials and accessories for low-pressure injection and repair of approximately 60 linear feet of cracks.

- 6 dual cartridges of Epoxy Surface Sealer
- 6 dual cartridges of Polyurethane Injection Foam
- 1 syringe Fast Blow-Hole Repair or Port Adhesive
- 8 1/4 x 24 component mixers
- 8 retaining nuts
- 100 surface ports and caps
- 10 corner ports and caps
- 8 hose assemblies
- 1 dual-cartridge manual dispenser tool
- safety glasses
- 10 pair rubber gloves
- 1 plastic trowel & 1 wire brush
- MSDSs/PDs/How to Use dispenser tool
- 1 CD Crack Repair Instruction Video
- 1 tool box
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